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P R E F A C E

PREFACE

It is characteristic of Portuguese ' des-

leixo' that Fernam Lopez, 'the best

chronicler of any age or nation', cannot

be read in a good edition. That of the

Biblioteca de Classicos Portuguezes is care-

less and unreliable, while the excellent

edition by Senhor Braamcamp Freire in-

cludes only the first part of one chronicle

and its retention of the original spelling

in every particular, e.g. naturall (natural),

escprevejn(escrevem)
i
geeracom(geracam\rre

comtamdo (recontando), makes it somewhat

difficult reading. The spelling will have

to be slightly modernized when Fernam

Lopez' chronicles are included in the de

finitive Biblioteca de Autores Portugueses

which is so long overdue. Fernam Lopez

wrote for the people {ao povd) and should

be read by hundreds of thousands. The

popular character of his chronicles was

appreciated by the author of the miniatures
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Lopez' chronicles should be thus expressed

Even more curious than the absence of

good Portuguese texts of Lopez is the fact

that he has not been translated. No doubt

his chronicles are long, but, while the need

in Portugal is not for selections but for a

good complete text of all the classics,

there is no reason why the story contained

in the chronicles should not be presented

to foreign readers in carefully chosen trans-

lated extracts. The neglect in modern
times of the writer of whom Herculano

said that ' adivinhou os principios da

moderna historia' is one of the most
interesting facts in literature. The follow-

ing are the existing

Editions: Cronica de D. Joam, Lisboa,

1644, 7 vols. Lisboa, 1897, 8 [Biblioteca

de Classicos Portuguezes]. Primeira Parte,

ed. A. Braamcamp Freire, Lisboa, 1915;
Cronica de D. Pedro, in Collecgao de
Livros Ineditos de Historia Portugueza,

vol. iv (18 1 6). pp. 1- 1 20, Lisboa, 1895
[Biblioteca de Classicos Portuguezes]

;

Cronica de D. Fernando, in Colleccjio de

Vll
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F E R N AM L O V E Z

Lopez, in England the path was effectively

blocked by the sentence contemptuously

[Kissed upon him by the only available-

authority on Portuguese literature in

the English language: 'The narrative of

this diligent compiler is, indeed, quite as

dull and monotonous as that of the older

Portuguese chroniclers ; but he obviously

made efforts to express himself with a

certain degree of dignity. He neglects

no opportunity of making his historical

characters deliver speeches, after the

manner of the ancient writers ; and a

certain degree of energetic simplicity is

to be found in some of those harangues.'

Probably neither the author of these

words, Friedrich Bouterwek (i), nor their

translator, Thomasina Ross, had read the

chronicles of Fernam Lopez, but however

that may be this outrageous and inex-

cusable passage was no doubt respon-

sible for the fact that they remained

a closed book to English readers during

che nineteenth century. Nor did they in

Portugal receive the tribute of a good
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II

(at Lisbon, surely, his ' city famous among

cities'), nor the name of the father who

had witnessed the heroic events which

his son was destined to record and render

immortal. In the year 1418 Lopez was

appointed Keeper of the Archives in the

Lisbon Torre do Tombo. He was secretary

to King Joao I from 14 19, at least, till

the king's death in 1433, and subsequently

to his successor, King Duarte (1433-8),

whose secretary he had apparently been

in r4i8 ; while in 1422 he became private

secretary to another of the royal princes,

the unfortunate Dom Fernando, who in

his will left him 50,000 reis and a book.

On March 19, 1434, the serious and literary

King Duarte assigned him a yearly stipend

of 14,000 reis (2), to be a reward for his

services as chronicler :
' We have charged

Fernam Lopez, our secretary', runs the

decree, ' to set in chronicles the history of

the kings who reigned of old in Portugal

and of the great and noble deeds of the

most virtuous king my lord and father '

(3).

This salary was continued after King
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F E RNAM LOP E Z

his death is 1460, at the age of about

eighty. P'or his character his long tenure

of office, the trust placed in him by two

kings of high ideals, Joao I and Duarte,

and the scrupulousness of his historical

work speak clearly. No less favourable is

the impression made by his beautifully

distinct, strong, bold handwriting (+\ and

indeed by the fact that so little is known
of him although he occupied a high

position : he was too wrapped up in the

magic of his story to give us details about

himself; he was content to do his work

well and we abundantly reap the reward.
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have arrived at greater certainty than is

contained in this work. And if in some
books be found the contrary of what is

here set down, consider that they wrote

thus not wittingly but certainly in error.

If ethers perchance seek beauty and
novelty of style in this chronicle and not

ihe truth of history, they may be dis-

pleased with what is so easy for them to

read, but has cost us so much labour to

compose '(10). This master of style is in

fact so sure of his hold on his readers that

he can refer again and again to his ' bare

prose ' and absence of rhetoric. But had

he been less well equipped with materials

and knowledge, had he schooled himself

less diligently, he might have been more

inclined to give the reins to his rhetoric

and have produced a work more showy

and less substantial. Lopez thus satisfies

the first test of a great historian : diligence

in search for and examination of the

materials for his work He possesses also

in a high degree a regard for truth and

accuracy and a judicial mind in weighing
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II

speaks openly of the large slices he has

taken from a single authority. If he had

only borrowed passages from obscure

writers and said nothing about it, we
might have judged him more severely, but

when he has recourse to a writer so famous

as the Spanish chronicler Ayala, it is

obvious that he had nothing to hide.

Let us take an example from the Cronica

de Dom Pedro, printing by its side the

passage of Ayala from which it is trans-

lated :—
Y el Maestre llego

a Sevilla el dicho dia

Martes por la mariana
a hora de Tercia. Y
luego como llego el

Maestre fue a hazer

reverencia al Rey y
hallolo que jugava a

las tablas en el su

Alcacar de Sevilla. Y
como llego besole las

manos y los otros

cavalleros que venian
con el. Y el Rey res-

cibiolo con buena vo-

luntad que le mostro

y preguntole que de

Km esto chegou
Dom Fradarique
amte de comer
huuma terca feira

vijmte e nove dias

de maio e como
chegou de caminho
fo logo veer el Rei,

que estava no alca-

car da gidade ju-

gamdo ds tavollas.

e beijoulhe a maao
emujtos cavalleiros

com elle, e el Rei

orescebeo muj bem.
mostrandolhe boa
voomtade, e per-
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donde partiera aquel

dia y si tenia buenas
posadas, y el Maestre
le dixo que de Canti-

llana que es a cinco

leguas de Sevilla y que
de las posadas aun no
sabia que tales las tenia

pero que bien cieia que
serian buenas. Y el

Key le dixo : Maestre
yd a sossegar a vues
tras posadas y que
despues se viniesse a
el. Y esto dezia el

Key porque avian en-

trado con el Maes'. re

mucha gente.

Y el Maestre se

partio del Key y fuese

a ver a dona Maria de
Padilla y a las hijas

del Key que estavan
en otro apartamiento
en el Alcagar que
dezian de Caracol. Y
dona Maria sabia bien
todo lo que estava
ordenado y acordado
contra el Maestre. Y
ella como vio al Mae-
stre hizo tan triste cara
que todos lo pudieran

guntoulhe domde
partira e que pou-
sadas tijnha.

O Meestre disse

quepartira deCam-
tilhana (17) que
som dalli cimquo
legoas e que as
pousadas cuidava
que seeram boas

;

e el Rei, porque en-
trarom mujtos com
o meestre, disse que
se fosse apousemtar
e depois se vijmria

pera elle.

O meestre par-
tiosse e foi ver
Dona Maria de
Padilha e as so-

brinhas que esta-

vom em outra parte

dos paqos.
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cntcndcr, ca ella era

duenamuy buena y de
buen seso y no se pa-

gava de algunas cosas

que el Rey hazia, y
pesavale mucho de la

muerte que al Maestre
le era ordenada de dar
esse dia. V el Maestre
desque vioadofiaMaria

y a las hijas del Rey sus

sobrinas, partio de alii

y fue al corral del

Alcacar donde avian

dexado las mulas, que
se queria ir a sus posa-

das y assossegar sus

companas. Y quando
llego al corral del Alca-

zar no hallaron ai las

bestias, ca los porteros

del Rey avian mandado
a todos desembargar el

Alcagar y el corral y
echaron todas las bes-

tias del corral afuera

y cerraron todas las

puertas, que assi les

era mandado porque
no estuviesse ai mucha
gente. Y el Maestre
desque no hallo las

mulas no sabia si se

e dalli se veeo ao
curral homde lei-

xara as bestas,

e nom achou hi

nenhuma, ca

assimforamanclado
aos porteiros. O
meestre nom sa-

bemdo se tornas-

se a el Rei ou
que fezesse,disselhe
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tomasse al Rey o que
haria. Y un su cava-

llero que era ai con el,

que dezian Suer Gu-
tierrez de Navales, (jue

era asturiano, entendio

que algun mal era

aquello. Ca veia en
el Alcacar gran movi-
miento

; y dixo al

Maestre : Serior, el

postigo del corral est a

abierto, salid de fuera,

que no vos faltaran

mulas. Y esto le dixo

muchas vezes porque
bien creia que si el

Maestre saliera fuera

del Alcazar que por
ventura pudiera esca-

par o que no le pu-
dieran tomar assi solo

que no muriessen antes

muchos de !os suyos

delante del. Yelestan-
do en esto llegaron al

Maestre dos cavalleros

por mandado del Rey,
que eran hermanos y
dezian al uno Fernan
Sanchez de Tovar y
Juan Fernandez de
Tovar, que no sabian

huum seu caval-

leiro, sospeitamdo
mal de tal feito,

que se sahisse pelo

postigo do curral

que estava aberto,

ca lhe nom mim-
goaria besta se

fosse fora.

Elle cuidamdo se

o faria veeromlhe
dizer que
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nada desto. Y dixeron

al Maestre : Senor, el

Rey vos llama, y el

Maestre bolviose para

ir al Rey muy espan-

tado. Ca ya el se re-

celava del mal. Y assi

como yuan entrando
por las puertas del

palacio y de las cama-
ras toda via yuan mas
sin compana, ca los

que tenian las puertas

en guarda ies era man-
dado assi que no les

acogiessen. Y en esto

llego el Maestre donde
el Rey estaua ; y no
entraron en aquel lu-

gar sino el Maestre
don Fadrique y el

Maestre de Calatrava,

don Diego Garcia, que
esse dia acompanava
al Maestre de Sanc-
tiago, y no sabia cosa

deste hecho, y otros

dos cavalleros. (Pero

Lopez de Ayala, Coro-

nica del Serenissimo

Rey Don Pedro, ed.

Pamplona, 1591, afio 9,

cap. 3, f. 60 v.)

o chamava el Rei,

e el comec,ou de

tornar pera el Rei,

pero spamtado, re-

^eamdose mujto; e

como hia emtrando
pellas portas dos
paac,os e das cama
ras assi hia cada
vez mais desacom-
panhado, em guisa

que quarndo chegou
omde el Rei estava

nom hia com elle

salvo el meestre de
Callatrava.

(Fernam Lopez,

Cro?iica d'el Rei

Don1 Pedro, cap. x 1 x

,

1 816 ed., pp. 55-6.)
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It was worth while, for several reasons, to

give these parallel passages from the

famous description of the murder of Don
Fradique, the memory of which still

lingers in the halls of the Seville Alcazar.

In the first place, although Senhor Braam-

camp Freire has pointed out that in the

Cronica de Dom Joam Lopez translated

twenty lines from Ayala, his indebtedness

to the Spanish chronicler has never been

sufficiently emphasized. Secondly, in this

passage, one of the few in which Ayala

may be said to be equal to Fernam Lopez

at his best, one feels that the translator

positively gloats over the dramatic touches

;

indeed, in the wonderful sentence describ-

ing how ' ever as they entered the doors

of the palace and its chambers they were

more alone', he improves upon the original

by altering the verbs from the plural to

the singular :
' ever as he entered'. One

notices, too, that Fernam Lopez, who has

been reproached with an excessive love of

detail (18), was evidently no blind slave

in this respect, since here in the case of
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lieve it as being very contrary to the

truth ', or ' he who wrote thus misread the

text of this gospel ',
' say that he dreamed

it', 'let them kneel on the ground and

pray truth to pardon them '. Others ' are

astray in their reasoning'; 'greatly are we

displeased with those who have gone

searching for fictitious statements'. He
laments the mistakes (22) of some writers,

the laziness of others, their mistiness (tudo

nevod) or tinsel to deceive the ignorant.

Others err rather through ignorance than

malice. ' It was a great defect of some

authors who were minded to write history

that they should have written it in the

way they did, for some things needful to

be known they altogether omitted, and

others they touched upon lightly and left

full of doubt j and if they had written

briefly but truly, they would have deserved

praise, but rather than write briefly and

erroneously it would have been better to

have let the subject alone.' Of others he

says more laconically that ' they were not

well informed'. He is equally critical of
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Alvarez has charitably given the poor man

of Torres Vedras a ride, Oo que humano

e caridoso seizor.', although this exclama-

tion does not occur in the corresponding

passage of the Cronica de Dom Joam (24).

It may be objected that the style of the

Cronica do Condestabre is somewhat in-

ferior to that of the Cronica de Dom Joam,

and that tlwf reader is not addressed directly

and taken into the author's confidence as

in the later chronicle. But Fernam Lopez'

style improved with the years. One will

not find in the Cronica de Dom Joam a

sentence containing one eighteen times as

in the earlier Cronica de Dom Fernando

(cap. 4). Similarly, a long string of sen-

tences beginning with 'And' in the Cronica

do Condestabre (cap. 5) is remodelled in

better and less monotonous style in the

Cronica de Dom Joam. This improvement

is not confined to the style: unnecessary

details and repetitions are omitted (for

instance, the words ' thirteen years old, as

we have said above '), the essential is

added, dates being supplied. It may
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further be objected that, since in the later

version of the deeds of the Constable Nun'

Alvarez, Fernam Lopez frequently declares

that his work is based on that of previous

chroniclers, something had evidently been

written on the subject since 1431, and

that one of these sources may be the

Cronica do Condestabre. When, for in-

stance, Lopez gives in the Cronica de Dom
Joam (cap. 70) two versions, introducing

the first, which is that of the Cronica do

Condestabre(ca.p. 2 2), with the words

:

( Now
here some say', and then quoting the

second at length with the prefatory words :

' But another historian, whose account

pleases us better, tells the matter very

differently ', it seems at first sight that we

have a strong argument against the attribu-

tion of the Cronica do Condestabre to Lopez

But a little thought shows that the argu-

ment is really in its favour. What evi

dently happened was that Lopez first, in

the Cronica do Condestabre, followed the

account of the ' some ' (a/gnus), and sub-

sequently found another version to which
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Fernam Lopez' natural genius for telling

a story, fastening on dramatic details,

delineating character, and describing the

emotions of a people, combined with a

magnificent and national theme, make of

the Cronica de Dom Joam a great epic.

The Cronica de Dom Pedro has not the

same unity : it is broken and episodic,

passes from Portugal to Spain, from

Pedro I of Portugal to Pedro the Cruel

of Spain (26). Yet it contains some of

the most memorable scenes ever penned

by Fernam Lopez or any other writer.

In the Cronica de Dom Fernando the story

still goes off to Spain, but it gathers

volume and national flavour. Indeed,

these chronicles must not be regarded as

separate works, but as chapters in the
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VII

The persons who stand out most

prominently in the great fragment of

Fcrnam Lopez which survives are King

Pedro, generous, popular, devoted to the

chase, stammering in speech, and im-

petuous in deed, fond of meting out justice

with his own hand ; King Fernando, gay,

gallant, and debonair, magnificent in

thought, grandioso de vontade, wavering

and feckless in action (29) ;
Queen Lianor,

beautiful, charming, accomplished, bold

in word and deed, imperious, shrewd, but

rash of speech and vindictive (30) ; King

Joao I, ambitious, active, statesmanlike,

prudent and politic, with a peculiar gift of

ruling horse and hound, himself and

others; his chancellor Joao das Regras,

aquelle grio doutor, charged with all the
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given without absurdity to the very city

of Lisbon. Numberless are the scenes

which live for ever in the pages of this

prince of chroniclers : King Pedro in fierce

rage thrashing the Bishop of Oporto ; the

people feasting in the Lisbon Rocio in the

golden time of this justice-loving king :

King Pedro dancing through the streets

of Lisbon with torches and long silver

trumpets (faraimenies se foi bom sabor)

;

the execution of two of the murderers of

Ines de Castro ; the escape of the third,

disguised as a peasant, to France ; the

body of Ines borne along seventeen

leagues of road fringed with men holding

burning torches ; King Pedro of Castille

at Coruche despondently throwing gold

doubloons over the roof of a porch ; the

murder of Don Fradique at Seville ; the

Infante Joao riding through the streets of

Coimbra before the dawn to murder his

wife, Dona Maria Tellez, sister of Queen

Lianor ; the Infante Dinis defiantly bidding

the upstart Queen kiss his hand since be

would not kiss hers ; the ambush laid by
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VIII

A good example of the marvellous skill

with which the chronicler makes the people

live hefore our eyes is the chapter relating

the hopes and fears of the besieged people

in Lisbon :

—

' As soon as Joao Ramalho had taken

leave of the Master [of Avis], although it

was the dead of night, nevertheless it be-

came known in the city that a message

had come from the fleet at Cascaes and

that on the following day it was to enter

the river and fight with the fleet of Cas-

tille, and it was immediately known

throughout the city, and what hope and

fear then filled the hearts of its inhabitants

is no easy matter to relate. And great

pleasure was theirs, as they hoped that, if

their fleet fought and conquered that of
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Castille, the city would be free on the side

of the sea, and they would be able to

receive provisions, of Which they stood in

sore need, and that they would obtain

possession of a great part of the vanquished

fleet and the loss of it might well cause

the King of Castille to raise the siege.

But, again, they were in doubt and fear

when they considered that the fleet of

Castille was far larger than theirs and

strongly equipped with men and could

receive much help from their camp so

near at hand, and they bethought them

of their great loss were the fleet of Por-

tugal defeated and of their sons and hus-

bands and others who would perish and

die, and moreover that the city would be

set in such straits that all hope of its

defence would end, and they then in a

few days would fall into the furious hands

of their mortal enemies to use them at

their will ; and these strong fears caused

them all to rise, men and women, for they

could no longer sleep. And as they spoke

one to another from their windows of this
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thing and of the battle on the following

day, there arose through the city a din

and hubbub of conversation which lasted

for a long space of time and was the

cause of the bells being rung soon for

matins, more especially as the nights were

short. And then the people began to go

to the churches with lighted torches in

their hands, to order masses and other

devotions with many prayers and tears.

O what station or way of life was then

free from this anxiety ? Most surely none,

since not only lay persons but all the

priests were thrown by this news into

sudden expectation. For, as each must

suffer the consequences of victory or de-

feat, what heart could be so closed to pity

as not to be softened by gentle compassion

at the sight of the churches filled with

men and women, with their children in

their arms, all crying to God to come to

their assistance and save the house of

Portugal? Most surely none, none be-

longing to a true Portuguese, And thus

they spent a great part of the night until
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FERNAM LOPEZ

IX

And as if all these stirring events, so

delightfully narrated, were not enough, he

has a hundred devices for enchaining

attention. He is like the ancient mariner,

and you cannot choose but hear. ' Hear'

is, indeed, the right word, for his chronicle

was intended to be read aloud. He is the

most courteous of chroniclers. He scarcely

for a page forgets his reader, with whom
he never suffers himself to be on any but

the most cordial terms, captivating him

by his ingenuous reflections. Well might

he turn in his grave with righteous indig-

nation at the charge of being dull and

monotonous. Listen how cunningly he

twines his tendrils round the reader's heart.

He is ever as it were holding out a carrot for

the ass. ' Consider ', he says, ' if it was not
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a pleasant thing
'

;
' O what a terrible thing

and mortal war
'

;
' O what a sorrowful

thing it was to look and see by day and

night so many men and women flocking

into the city with children in their arms '

;

1 O what a lovely thing it was to see so

noble and mighty a king as the King of

Castille with such a multitude of men by

sea and land set in great array in the siege

of so noble a city, and the city well manned
and equipped for its defence, so that

those who saw it say that so fair a siege

had not been known within the memory
of man.' He forces the reader to take

an active part in the story : Now con-

sider as though you were present ; or

What division think you there was then

between father and son, and brother and
sister, and wife and husband ; or Let us

first take the Queen to Santarem ; Let us

leave the King at Seville, killing and im-

prisoning ; Let us leave the Master at

Alenquer and the Queen at Santarem and
go and see what the King of Castille is

doing in his kingdom
; Let him there
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remain and we will cross the sea, for it is

summer, and see what the ambassadors

are doing in England, since they have-

now been there close upon four years

He expects the reader to share his own
enthusiasm : What shall we say of this

virtuous lord and of his great goodness ?,

or O fortunate, most fortunate the man
who deserved to have so loyal and brave

a vassal ! He natters the reader's intelli-

gence : Now after many arguments, such

as you can imagine would be used ; Let

your discretion judge ; It would not be

foolish but reasonable were the reader to

inquire. He gives various versions and

opinions, so that each may accept that

which seems best to him. He is most

thoughtful for his reader's comfort : We
will not speak more of these matters, for

we do not know how it might please our

hearers; We will omit this so as not to

detain you ; The day would not be long

enough to tell of this, and it would weary

you to hear and me to write ; See how it

was ; It seems to us well that you should
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F E R N A M L O P E Z

the first sentence of his earliest extant

chronicle he speaks of an eariier preface {no

primeiro prologo). When we consider the

value and extent of those chronicles that we

have we may well wonder at their author's

industry and genius.

(6) Coll. de livros ined. Vol. 4 (1816),

;>p. 1-120, and Lisboa, 1895.

(7) Ibid., pp. 121-525, and Lisboa, 3 vols.,

1895-6.

(8) Lisboa, 1644, and Lisboa, 7 vols.,

1897-8; Parte primiera, ed. A. liraamcamp

Freire, Lisboa, 191 5.

(9) Cron. de D.Joam, Part I, cap. 159.

(10) Ibid., Prologo.

(11) Ibid., Prologo. _^-

(12) Ibid., cap. 31.

(13) For one such phrase in Fernam Lopez

see Cron. de D. Pedro, cap. ^o : porque

razoadafe l/ies dera ousado acoutamento nas

fraldas da seguranca.

(14) Cron. de D. Fernando, cap. 107

.

(15) Cron. de D. Joam, Part II, Prologo

britavamos a nossa ordenatica de todo, que

era cousa de reprender; por nam dizerem

que britamos a primeira ordenanga.

(16) Cron. de D. Joam, Part I, cap. 152,

ed. Eraamcarnp Freire (1915), p. 281 ad fin.
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(17) The 1895 edition reads Santillana, an

error worthy of the Torre de filhas (Torde-

sillas) of the 1897 edition of the Cronica del

Rci D. Joam or the Dureito (Diirer) and

Ortographia (Aulegrafid) of the 1900 edition

of Mello's Apologos Dialogues.

(18) Cf. F. de Figueiredo, Uistoria da

Liltcratura Classica (Lisboa, 1917), p. 45.

(19) Coronica do Condcstabre de Purtugal,

Lisboa, 1526; Lisboa, 1554; ed. Mendes
dos Remedios, Coimbra, 191 1 \Snbsidios,

no. xiv].

(20) Cron. de D. Joam (19 15), p. xxv.

(21) Cron. de D. Fernando, cap. 163;

Cron. de D. Joam, Part II, caps. 51, 62.

(22) O desvairo dos atitores ; sen desvai-

rado modo de escrever ; errados ditos

;

erradas historias ; livros de pa/rannas.

(23) Cron. de D. Joam (191 5), p. xxiii.

For the question of the later additions in the

Cronica do Condestabre see Senhor Braam-

camp Freire's amusing and scholarly account,

ibid., pp. xxvi-vii.

(24) Part I, cap. 180; Cron. do Conde-

stabre, cap. 41, 191 1 ed., p. 102.

(25) A similar explanation holds good of

the passage Outros dizem (C. J. I. 170)

corresponding to C. C. 38 ; of the outro
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hisloriador [C. J. I< 172) corresponding to

C. C. 40 ; and of the escrivdes of C.J. II. 53,

corresponding to C. C. 53.

(26) There is much confusion in the early

legends and anecdotes of Portugal nnd other

countries. The story of King Pedro and the

priest and stonecutter is told also of Pedro of

Castille ; the legend of Queen Isabel and the

roses is that of St. Elizabeth of Hungary. In

the same way later witticisms attributed in

Portugal to the Portuguese poet Chiado are

found recorded in Spanish collections as

examples of Spanish humour.

(27) The spelling of his name is very

various : Dionis, Donis, Denis, Dinis, Diniz.

If the Rei onde his of Cram, de D. Joam
(Part II, cap. 1 74) was a play on words (Rei

Dom Denis) ,it points to the form Denis, which

has survived in French and English.

(28) Garcia de Resende in his turn made
use of material prepared by Ruy de Pina for

the Cronica de D. Jodo II. Later Nunez

de Liam again (1600) ' renewed ' the chroni-

cles of the kings of Portugal.

(29) After promising his daughter in mar-

riage to the Duke of Cambridge he gave her

to the King of Castille, but could not even do

this whole-heartedly, and sent word to the
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English Court professing to consider his

daughter dead to him and promising never

to fail in any matter plighted between him

and the King and the Duke ; whereupon the

King of England ' began to smile derisively

'

(Cron. de D. Fernando, cap. 161).

(30) In her thirst for vengeance (she de-

sired a barrel full of the tongues of the citizens

of Lisbon) she gave herself entirely into the

hands of King Juan I of Castille. There is a

curious passage (Cron. de D. Joam, Part I,

cap. 83) in which in one breath she denies

and confesses the truth of the Jew's accusa-

tion : 'You lie like a treacherous hound, and

if what you say is true, I acted on your

advice.'

(31) Cron. de D. Joam, Part I, cap. 132.

(32) Cron. de D. Fernando, cap. 103.

(33) Part I, 1915 ed., p. 2 : ao f>oboo.
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Lebel (Jean) ...... 6

Lianor, Queen . . . • ' • 35» 37* 57
Lopez (Fernam\ birth, 7 ; official position, 8-9

;

death, 9-10; character, 10; handwriting, 10;

his chronicles, 4, 6, 11, 32-45; style, 1, 13,

14, 15, 29, 45 ; conception of history, 12-16
;

originality, 17-25 ; charges of plagiarism, 17

24, 28 ; his sources, 7, 17-25, 26-8; his criti-

cism of earlier historians, 26-8 ; authorship of

the Crouiai do Condtstabre, 28-30 ; its date,

31 ; attitude towards readers, 46-9 ; his en-

thusiasm, 16 ; truth and sincerity, 13, 14 ;

identification with the people, 36, 51, 52 ; his

reputation in the sixteenth century, 2 ; in

the eighteenth, 2 ; in the nineteenth, 34 ; com-
pared with Ayala, 50 ; with Froissart, 3, 50,

51 ; his pre-eminence as chronicler, 2, 3, 6, 39.

49. 52.

Lopez ^Martin). ..... 9
Lopez de Ayala (Pero) . 6, 18-25, 26, 36, 50

M

Martins (Nuno)
Mello Martim Afonso de)
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Nun* Alvarez r 4 , 29, 30, 31, 33, 36, 38, 39, 49
Nunez de Liam (Duartc) . . . .2,56

Pedro, Infante ..... 1

Pedro I of Castille .... 32. 37, 56
Pedro I of Portugal... 32, 35, 37, 56
Percira (Nun' Alvarez", see Nun' Alvarez
Pessanlia (Lanearote), Admiral
Philippa, Queen
Pina (Ruy de) .

Poema del Ctd, El
33

R

Regras (Joao das) .

Resende Garcia dc
Ross (Thomasina) .

Sancho II of Portugal
Sousa (Luis de)

Southey ^Robert)

Tellez (Maria)

Thucydides

Villani (Giovanni) .

Villehardouin (Geoffroy de)

Zurara (Gomez Eanez de

38
36, 39
34,56
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